
Writing a master's thesis
1 Parts of the master's thesisSee latex template on http://www.s.joensuu.fi/pages/whamalai/siwri/thesis.htm1.1 Abstrat� Tells ompatly the researh problem, methods and results.� At most 1 page, no literature referenes.� In the end ACM lasses + possibly key words.! See http://www.am.org/lass/1998/overview.html1.2 IntrodutionTypially 4-7 pages.The introdution should de�ne the problem learly and give suÆeient bak-ground information for the following hapters. However, no details, yet!� What is the purpose of the researh? Main researh questions?� What is the sope? Indiate expliitely all limitations and restritingassumptions!� Why the topi is important or interesting?� What methods are used?� Briey referenes to related researh (just the main referenes { morereferenes in hapter "Related researh" or throughout the thesis)� Emphasize your own ontribution: what is original or new?1



� In the end the organization of the thesis (division to hapters)Introdution an be divided into setions, if it is easier to write, but it is notneessary.E.g. three setions:1. Problem desription, motivation and bakground (the heading ouldbe "Overview", "Problem", "Motivation and bakground" et.)2. Results and ontributions (what was done, what was new)3. Organization (the hapters)1.3 Main haptersUsually 4-5 hapters (in addition to Introdution and Conlusions). A goodidea is to begin from bakground theory or related researh.1.4 ConlusionsJust 1-3 pages!� Summarize the main results in a general level.� Tell what was your own ontribution and what was based on othersoures.� Possibly also ritis (e.g. limitations), alternative approahes, topis forfuture researh.� No more new results and seldomly any referenes (at most for alteran-tive, unmentioned approahes)1.5 Referenes� A rule of thumb: at least 20 referenes, but no more than 50. 30-35 isoften the ideal.� The number of referenes depends on the topi. More referenes arerequired in a literature review than in empirial researh or an \appli-ation report".� The number of referenes is not a merit, but their quality is moreimportant! 2



� The referenes should be relevant, up-to-date, and represent di�erentapproahes or shools among researhers.� Important: all soures (listed in Referenes) must be referred in thetext and the text should not ontain any referenes whih are not listed!! Bibtex takes are of this automatially. If you type referenes manu-ally, latex omplains only about missing referenes, but not about extrareferenes.1.6 Appendixes� Additional material whih is relevant to the researh and is referred inthe text. E.g. if you have made a questionnaire, you an put the forminto appendix.� No hapter numbers, but enumerate the appendixes (Appendix A, Ap-pendix B,...). If you have only one appendix, then just \Appendix".1.7 Examples of master's theses1.7.1 A new appliation or methodThesis is written around a new appliation (a program). However, it has tobe related to the existing researh and evaluated.� Introdution: the problem� Bakground theory and main onepts� Related researh (other existing solutions to the same or similar prob-lems)� Your own appliation� Evaluation: omparison to other methods, empirial tests, or theoreti-al analysis� Conlusions
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1.7.2 Literature reviewA theory or a model is analyzed based on literature. Often a omparison ofdi�erent approahes.Your own ontribution: how the results are desribed in a uniform manner,analyzed and ompared.Now the existing literature is referred in all hapters, no need for a separatehapter \Related researh".� Introdution� Main onepts� Approahes + their analysis (2-3 hapters)� Or a hapter for omparison and analysis of all approahes� ConlusionsVariation: analysis of the suitablity of existing approahes to a new problem.� Introdution� The new problem + riteria for an ideal solution method� Potential solution methods + analysis of their suitability (2-3 hapters)� Possibly disussion (omparison, new solution ideas)� Conlusions1.7.3 Empirial researhE.g. a new method or tool is tested with real users or students' produts areanalyzed.� Introdution: Begin by introduing the researh problem: what wasthe goal of the empirial study.� Main onepts and bakground theories (one hapter) and� Related researh (one hapter) (or both in one hapter)� Experiment and results (one hapter), e.g. four setions: Material,Methods, Results, and Disussion� Conlusions 4



2 Master's thesis proess\The purpose of a thesis is to train the mind of the writer and to show howfar it has been trained." [?, 141℄2.1 Reading literatureProblem: you should get a wide view of the existing researh on the topi,but your time to searh and read literature is limited!� Try to �nd the most relevant artiles.� To get a wider perspetive, searh papers by di�erent authors/researhgroups. If there are several approahes to solve or study the problem,try to study something from all of them (or all of the main approahes).� Use several digital libraries or bibliographies for searhing { one olle-tion may be biassed.� Plan how muh time you an spend for studying literature! In somepoint you have to stop olleting new material and begin to write.! Suggestion: In the end of Aug, your it-projet is �nished and youhave olleted and seleted relevant material for your thesis.2.2 PlanningWell planned is haly done!� Begin by brainstorming. Draw onept maps. Disuss with your friendsor supervisors. Write down all ideas whih ome into your mind.� Collet literature and san through it. Selet the most importantsoures.� Try to write the disposition as early as possible. Proess it with yoursupervisor until it looks good (logial struture and order).� List the main researh problems (in the form of questions) and writethe introdutory paragraphs for the hapters.
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2.3 DiÆulty to get startedHints:� Arrange a omfortable working plae. Reserve time for writing everyday. Try to make writing a routine for you!� Set deadlines. Preferrably �x them with your supervisor { it is alwaysmore e�etive.� Work together with your friend. You an set the deadlines, disuss yourtopis, and read eah other's texts. After good work you an rewardyourself by doing something fun.� Imagine that you are writing to your friend about your researh topi!� Summarize artiles you have read. It is never waste of time { at leastyou learn!� Begin to write immediately, when your disposition is �nished.� Write down ideas when they ome { even in the middle of night.� Invent good examples and write them down.� If some part is diÆult to write, beging from an easier one. Write thediÆult parts, when you are in a good working mood.� Draw a �gure whih desribes some method or model and write a de-sription for it.� Try to divide the problem or phenomenon into subproblems or partsand desribe them separately.� Collet main onepts and write de�nitions for them. Fix the notations.How to write the beginning of hapters?� Look at the opening sentenes of similar ompositions by other people� Begin, for example, with a summary, a statement of the problem, ahypothesis, neessary and interesting bakground information, a newidea, an aepted proedure (then explain advantages of another pro-edure), ... 6



� Don't spend too muh time trying to �nd an e�etive beginning { youan always modify it afterwards.� Go straight to the point and, if possible, refer to things that you expetyour readers to know (vs. ontrutivism).2.4 Revising\The time taken in planning, writing and revising is time for thought. It iswell spent, for when the work is omplete your understanding of the subjetwill have been improved." [?, 44℄� First of all, admit that the �rst draft(s) is not perfet! Ask ritits andrespet it. Good ritits is really valuable.� If possible, ask at least two people to read your thesis. Preferrablyone who is an expert on the subjet, and one who is not. E.g. yoursupervisor and one of your student olleagues.� You an write and revise your work for ever, but in some point youhave to stop! One trik is that you don't allow yourself to gather anymore new literature.� Have a break when your work is �nished. At least, sleep one nightbefore revising the text yourself.Tehnial hints:� Read text aloud and hek if it sounds well.� Chek all referenes. Espeially, are names orretly spelled?� Save old versions, you may need them afterwards.2.5 Tehnial notes2.5.1 Tehnial termsIf there is no widely aepted de�nition for a term, then1. tell whose de�nition you follow and give this de�nition with a referene,or2. de�ne the term yourself and tell that in this work the term is de�nedas given. 7



\If a tehnial term is used as a substitute for an explanation, it gives nomore than an impression of knowledge. ... Unless a tehnial term an bede�ned learly and then used with auray and preision, it may oneal ourignorane and obsure the need for further researh, and it should have noplae in sienti� writing." [?, 62℄2.5.2 Symbols� Don't use the same symbol for di�erent things!� Try to use also indexes in a uniform manner. E.g. if i = 1; :::; n is thenumber of rows and j = 1; :::; k the number of attributes in one plae,don't hange them in another plae.� If some speial notation is widely used in literature, follow it.� If di�erent soures use di�erent notations, harmonize them. (Fix onenotation and translate all notations to your own "language".)� Do not use Greek (or Hebrew) letters if there is no reason. If there isa danger of onfusion e.g. with values of variables, then Greek lettersare justi�ed.2.5.3 EquationsAvoid listing mathematial equations! Try to integrate equations into sen-tenes so that the result is readable.Do not replae words by mathematial symbols (e.g. 8) in the text.Referenes[1℄ R. Barras: Sientists must write. A guide to better writing for sientists,engineers and students. Chapman and Hall, London, New York, year?
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